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Manipulation
How can we not unethically manipulate our audience?







What to do?

Emphasize story, but make 
full data available

Don’t break data 
visualization rules

Don’t make people do bad stuff



Misinterpretation
How can we make sure the public really understands the science?



Should science be narrative?
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10,000 hours
“the magic number 
of greatness”





“[A] popularized but simplistic 
view of our work, which 
suggests that anyone who has 
accumulated sufficient number 
of hours of practice in a given 
domain will automatically 
become an expert and a 
champion.”

10,000 is average Quality matters There are other factors
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What to do?

Be narrative, but not 
too narrative

Temper expectations

Ensure your explanation of findings 
is accurate



Ethos
Who can communicate science? Who are experts? What gives 
you ethos?
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When ordinary citizens 
believe that no one 
knows more than 
anyone else, 
democratic institutions 
are in danger



Argumentum ad verecundiam
(Appeal to authority)

“You said that because an authority thinks 
something, it must therefore be true”

Doesn’t necessarily apply to their evidence

Their findings aren’t inherently true



“It’s impossible to be too 
dumb to get into the 
Kingdom of Heaven. It 
might be possible to be too 
smart, but it’s not possible 
to be too dumb!”



But to be learned is good if 
they hearken unto the counsels 
of God.

Whatever principle of 
intelligence we attain unto in 
this life, it will rise with us in the 
resurrection. And if a person 
gains more knowledge and 
intelligence in this life through 
his diligence and obedience 
than another, he will have so 
much the advantage in the 
world to come.

And as all have not faith, seek 
ye diligently and teach one 
another words of wisdom; yea, 
seek ye out of the best books 
words of wisdom; seek 
learning, even by study and 
also by faith.

2 Nephi 9:29

D&C 88:118

D&C 130:18–19



What to do?
Credentials do not make an expert

Credentials do not not make an expert

Credentials ≠ ethos

Expertise does not harm spirituality



Equity
Whose science should be communicated? How should you 
communicate science?



Dumbing down vs. translating

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opqIa5Jiwuw



Translation
“…the task of the translator 
consists in finding that intended 
effect upon the language into 
which he is translating which 
produces in it the echo of the 
original”

Walter Benjamin, The Task of the Translator



http://splasho.com/upgoer5/





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7GUjKv9qSI



Inequalities in citation and 
press coverage





Addressing inequalities in 
coverage



Addressing inequalities in 
coverage
https://jlsumner.shinyapps.io/syllabustool/



What to do?

Do not dumb down your findings

Treat audience with respect

Amplify underrepresented research

You are a translator


